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Université de Sherbrooke Graduate Research Excellence 
Scholarship Program 

1. Program description 

The Université de Sherbrooke Graduate Research Excellence Scholarship Program aims to provide 
financial support for outstanding students seeking research training at the master's or doctoral level. 
This includes disciplines in engineering, natural sciences, humanities and social sciences, as well as 
health sciences. 

The establishment of a dedicated fund for this program made it possible to offer two types of 
excellence scholarships: the Université de Sherbrooke Research Excellence Scholarships and the 
Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarships.  

A Université de Sherbrooke Excellence Scholarship has a significant leverage effect when the 
scholarship holder applies for a scholarship from an external granting agency. The prior receipt of a 
major scholarship is considered a criterion of excellence by provincial and federal agencies when 
reviewing applications. A student who has already demonstrated excellence and received a major 
scholarship from their university quickly qualifies based on this selection criterion.  

The number of scholarships awarded undergoes rigorous analysis to achieve a fair and optimal offer. 

2. Value of the scholarships 

The funding for both types of scholarships covers the entire duration of the studies, allowing students 
to fully dedicate themselves to their studies. The characteristics of the scholarships are as follows: 

• Université de Sherbrooke Research Excellence Scholarship:  
o 14,000 per year for a maximum of two (2) years at the master's level; 
o 16,750 per year for a maximum of three (3) years at the doctoral level.  

• Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship:  
o 25,000 per year for a maximum of two (2) years at the master's level; 
o 35,000 per year for a maximum of three (3) years at the doctoral level.  

These amounts include a 25% contribution from a research grant held by the research supervisor or 
from any jointly held grant held, or by a group of researchers. 

The Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarships are the most prestigious scholarships 
at the Université de Sherbrooke, supporting top-level research students, including those from non-
traditional backgrounds, and are awarded to graduate research students who stand out for their 
strong potential for innovation. In addition to the scholarship, the scholarship holders may access up 
to $5,000 per year to participate in national or international scientific conferences or specialized 
training events (specialized courses, summer schools, etc.), to further their training and expand their 
network. 

3. Deadlines 

Two competitions are held annually with submission deadlines set on March 1st at 23:59 and 
September 1st at 23:59 of each year. The results are announced in early April and October, 
respectively.  
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4. Eligibility requirements 

By submitting an application to the Université de Sherbrooke Graduate Research Excellence 
Scholarship Program, students have the opportunity to receive an excellence scholarship at the 
master's or doctoral level from either of the two types of scholarships offered. 

The scholarships are intended for candidates undertaking or continuing a graduate research program 
at the Université de Sherbrooke. International students are eligible for the program. 

Individuals holding a professorship at a university or a teaching position at a college are not eligible.  

The scholarships are intended for applicants who: 

• have been enrolled in a master's or doctoral program for a maximum of three semesters at 
the application deadline (March 1st or September 1st of the year in which the application is 
submitted), i.e., in semesters S1, S2 or S3 or; 

• are admitted and will register for the next semester or; 
• commit to submitting an application to their master’s or doctoral program in time to be 

registered at the scholarship start date if their application is successful. 

Eligibility for the March 1, 2024 competition 
Students already enrolled in a master's or doctoral program at the Université de Sherbrooke are 
eligible for the March 1, 2024 competition if their first registration in this program is the summer 
2023, fall 2023 or winter 2024 semester. If the registration date is before May 1, 2023, the student 
is no longer eligible to apply for the March 2024 competition. 

At the time of the scholarship’s start date, the student: 

• must hold an undergraduate or master’s degree according to the program requirements; 
• must reside in Quebec; 
• must not already hold a scholarship from an external funding agency (e.g. NSERC, SSHRC, 

CIHR, FRQ, etc.) for an amount or duration equal to or greater than the expected duration of 
the institutional excellence scholarship; 

• must be enrolled full-time in a graduate research program at the Université de Sherbrooke 
and dedicate most of their time to research or research-training activities. 

These conditions must remain met throughout the entire duration of the scholarship; otherwise, the 
scholarship may be cancelled.  

Master's degree eligibility requirements 

To be eligible for an excellence scholarship, the student must have maintained, up until the 
application date, an GPA higher than 3.0/4.3 (B) or equivalent during their undergraduate studies, 
unless the achievements and works presented in their application are considered exceptionally 
noteworthy. 

Applicants enrolled in a “Diplôme d'études approfondies” (DEA) program, or equivalent, must submit 
their application to the master's scholarship competition.  
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5. Maximum number of applications 

A student may only apply once for a master's scholarship and once for a doctoral scholarship.  

Students are advised to consult with their research supervisor or a designated person responsible 
for this program before submitting their application for advice on the most advantageous competition 
for them. 

6. Interruption of studies 

Students who interrupt their master's or doctoral studies for maternity or parental leave can request 
an extension of their eligibility period for a maximum of one (1) year. Similarly, a scholarship holder 
can request a deferral of their scholarship payment for major health reasons, upon presentation of a 
medical certificate specifying the duration of the leave. 

In all cases, the Graduate Scholarship Programs Coordinator, Student Services must be notified, and 
scholarship payments will be suspended during this period. 

7. Program eligibility 

Only research-based master's and doctoral programs are eligible: 

• List of research-based master's programs 
• List of research-based doctoral programs2 

If a program offers multiple paths, only the research path is eligible. The course type path is not 
eligible. 

For questions regarding eligibility for this scholarship program, inquiries can be sent via email to 
concours-vrres@usherbrooke.ca. 

8. Application submission procedure 

The applications must be submitted using the electronic application form, available during the 
following periods: 

• Deadline of September 1st: from August 1st to September 1st at 11:59 pm; 
• Deadline of March 1st: from February 1st to March 1st at 11:59 pm. 

A single PDF file, with a maximum size of 10 MB, containing the following documents in this 
specified order, must be attached to the application form during the application submission: 

• The commitment form, signed by all parties. It is possible to apply to the competition even if 
the research supervisor is not determined at the time of the application submission. However, 
if the application is accepted and a scholarship is granted, the applicant must have sent the 
commitment form signed by all parties, including the research supervisor (and co-supervisor, 
if applicable), in order for the scholarship to be paid out, while ensuring that all eligibility 
requirements are met; 

• The duly completed Application file which includes the research project presentation and the 
applicants’ abbreviated research experience; 

 
2 The doctoral program in psychology (D.Ps.; research) is NOT ELIGIBLE. 

mailto:bourses.cycles.sup@usherbrooke.ca
https://www.usherbrooke.ca/admission/programmes?niveaux=Ma%C3%AEtrise%2Bde%2Btype%2Brecherche#domaines~cycle~niveaux~regimesInscription~trimestresAdmission~particularites
https://www.usherbrooke.ca/admission/programmes?niveaux=Doctorat+de+type+recherche
https://www.usherbrooke.ca/admission/programmes?niveaux=Doctorat+de+type+recherche
mailto:concours-vrres@usherbrooke.ca
https://www.usherbrooke.ca/recherche/en/studying/why/scholarships-programs/udes-scholarships/submission-applications/electronic-application-form
https://www.usherbrooke.ca/recherche/fileadmin/sites/recherche/documents/bourses/excellence/bourses_excel_form_engag_EN.docx
https://www.usherbrooke.ca/recherche/fileadmin/sites/recherche/documents/bourses/excellence/bourses_excel_doss_cand_EN.docx
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• All official university transcripts (with the institution’s seal), including the transcript issued for 
the diploma serving as the basis for admission in the graduate program; 

• Proofs, certificates, editors’ notices or confirmation emails for publications and 
communications required in the application file; 

• Proof of awards and scholarships; 
• Any additional documents deemed important to support the application. 

The document must be named as follows: lastname-firstname.pdf 

Applications not complying with the above guidelines will be considered inadmissible. The application 
form with the attached PDF file must be submitted before the competition deadline. Applications 
received after this date will not be considered. No updates are allowed after the submission deadline. 
As mentioned above, a student may only apply once for a master's scholarship and once for a 
doctoral scholarship.  

9. Evaluation of applications 

Applications are evaluated by committees of experts of Université de Sherbrooke professors from 
various fields, and chaired by the Vice-President, Research and Graduate Studies, or a delegate. 

The evaluation is based on excellence in the following criteria: 

University Record Aptitudes and Research experience 
Excellent academic record 
Scholarships obtained 
Awards and honors 

Publications 
Oral presentations 
Poster presentations 

The Scoring Grid – see Appendix 1 – Evaluation of Applications – Scoring Grid (in French) – enables 
committees to assign a ranking based on the degree of study to each applicant on the excellence 
List. Subsequently, the selected applicants are awarded an excellence scholarship from 
among the two types offered. 

The research project must be deemed feasible within the timeframe prescribed by the committees of 
experts for the scholarship to be offered. 

Unless otherwise decided by the committees, the grades considered during the selection process 
are those recorded in the transcript for the diploma having served as the basis for admission to the 
applicant's master's or doctoral program.  

For questions regarding the submission and evaluation of applications, inquiries can be sent via email 
to concours-vrres@usherbrooke.ca. 

10. Scholarship start date 

If the application was submitted for the winter competition and if the study program is already in 
progress, the scholarship must be paid at the beginning of the summer semester following the 
competition. If the scholarship holder is admitted or is in the process of admission, the scholarship 
must be paid at the beginning of the summer or fall semester following the competition. 

If the application was submitted for the fall competition, the scholarship must be paid at the beginning 
of the winter semester following the competition. 

  

mailto:concours-vrres@usherbrooke.ca
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11. Waiting list 

A waiting list is compiled after the March competition. In May, a reassignment of scholarships freed 
up by holders who received an external scholarship is carried out for the benefit of the candidates at 
the top of the waiting list from the last competition. 

For selected candidates on the waiting list, the start date of the scholarship is at the discretion of the 
scholarship holder and their research supervisor: 

• The scholarship can be retroactively paid at the beginning of the summer semester, or 
• The scholarship can be paid at the beginning of the fall semester. 

12. Duration and payment of master's scholarships 

The maximum number of semesters during which a scholarship holder is eligible to receive payments 
is specified in the table presented in section 13. Duration and payment of a doctoral scholarship. 

Université de Sherbrooke Research Excellence Scholarship 

The scholarship, with a maximum value of $28,000, is distributed in equal payments every two weeks 
(Université de Sherbrooke’s pay weeks) over a span of 6 semesters (maximum duration of the 
scholarship). Subsequently, these equal payments will be paid to the scholarship holder until the end 
of their eligibility period (see the Eligibility Period Based on Status table below). The total value of 
the scholarship may be less than $28,000 depending on the student’s status and eligibility periods.  

Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship  

The scholarship, with a maximum value of $50,000, is distributed in equal payments every two weeks 
(Université de Sherbrooke’s pay weeks) over a span of 6 semesters (maximum duration of the 
scholarship). Subsequently, these equal payments will be paid to the scholarship holder until the end 
of their eligibility period (see the Eligibility Period Based on Status table below). The total value of 
the scholarship may be less than $50,000 depending on the student’s status and eligibility periods. 

If there's a fast-track to a doctorate program 

Master's level scholarship holders that fast-track to a doctorate program before having received all 
the payments of their master's scholarship can transfer the remaining payments to their doctoral 
program up to a maximum of 7 semesters of enrollment in graduate studies (combined MSc and 
PhD). The value of the scholarship will be the same as during the master's program. 

13. Duration and payment of a doctoral scholarship 

Université de Sherbrooke Research Excellence Scholarship 

The maximum duration of the doctoral scholarship is 9 semesters, with a maximum value of $50,250. 
The scholarship is distributed in equal payments every two weeks (University of Sherbrooke's pay 
weeks) over a span of 9 semesters (maximum duration of the scholarship). Refer to the Eligibility 
Period Based on Status table below for details. 

Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship  

The maximum duration of the doctoral scholarship is 9 semesters, with a maximum value of 
$105,000. The scholarship is distributed in equal payments every two weeks (University of 
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Sherbrooke's pay weeks) over a span of 9 semesters (maximum duration of the scholarship). Refer 
to the Eligibility Period Based on Status table below for details. 

Table: Eligibility Period Based on Status 
 

Status of the 
Scholarship Holder  Eligibility period (scholarship payments) 

Enrolled in a research 
master's program  

Payments cease when the first of the following two situations occurs: 

• End of the 6th payment semester (for a holder receiving the 
scholarship from the S1 semester of their program); or 

• End of the 7th semester of enrollment in the master’s program 
(for a holder receiving the scholarship from the S2 semester 
and beyond in their program). 

Enrolled in a research 
doctoral program  

Payments cease when the first of the following two situations occurs: 

• End of the 9th payment semester; or 

• End of the 10th semester of enrolment in the doctoral program 
(for a holder receiving the scholarship from the S2 semester 
and beyond in their program); or 

• End of the 11th semester of enrolment in the doctoral program 
(for a holder receiving the scholarship from the S3 semester 
and beyond in their program); or 

• End of the 12th semester of enrolment in the doctoral program 
(for a holder receiving the scholarship from the S4 semester 
and beyond in their program). 

Selected from waiting 
list 

The rules stated above apply identically. 

 

14. Scholarship holders with MD-MSc or MD-PhD status 

Scholarship holders with MD-MSc or MD-PhD status should refer to the Faculty of Medicine and 
Health Sciences Graduate Scholarship Program for details regarding eligibility periods based on their 
status. 

For questions regarding the duration and payment of scholarships, inquiries can be sent via email to 
concours-vrres@usherbrooke.ca. 

15. Other funding sources  

With the approval of the research supervisor and provided that the work does not interfere with the 
completion of their research training and research activities, the scholarship holder is allowed to teach 
a maximum of 40 hours per semester or hold a paid job for a maximum of 100 hours per semester.  

Scholarship holders with a professional degree and a valid practice permit in Quebec may receive 
additional salary support for engaging in professional activities, provided that they dedicate at least 
75% of their time to research activities. 

https://www.usherbrooke.ca/medecine/recherche/etudier-en-recherche/bourses-detudes-aux-cycles-superieurs
https://www.usherbrooke.ca/medecine/recherche/etudier-en-recherche/bourses-detudes-aux-cycles-superieurs
mailto:concours-vrres@usherbrooke.ca
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16. Complementary funding from the institution, research supervisor, 
external scholarship or additional remuneration 

The allocation of a complementary funding from the institution or the research supervisor, or the 
receipt of an external scholarship or additional remuneration, is permitted. Rules vary depending on 
the type of excellence scholarship obtained.  

Université de Sherbrooke Research Excellence Scholarship 

When a holder of a Université de Sherbrooke Research Excellence Scholarship obtains a 
complementary or external scholarship or remuneration for conducting research activities, the 
following rules apply: 

• Cumulation of scholarships or remuneration for research activities is allowed up to a total of 
$30,000 per year;  

• If the external scholarship is of equal or greater value and duration than the Université de 
Sherbrooke Research Excellence Scholarship, the latter will be cancelled and offered to 
another student on the waiting list or returned to the capitalization fund;  

• If the external scholarship is of equal or greater value but of shorter duration than the 
Université de Sherbrooke Research Excellence Scholarship, the latter is suspended for the 
duration of the external scholarship. Payments from the Université de Sherbrooke Research 
Excellence Scholarship resume when those from the external scholarship end, for the number 
of semesters calculated according to the diagram below. 

 

Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship  

When a holder of a Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship obtains a complementary 
or external scholarship or remuneration for conducting research activities, the following rules apply: 
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• Cumulation of scholarships or remuneration for research activities is allowed up to: 
o $30,000 for master’s studies per year. 
o $40,000 for doctoral studies per year. 

• If the external scholarship is of equal or greater value and duration than the Laurent and 
Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship, the latter will be cancelled and offered to another 
student on the waiting list or returned to the capitalization fund.  

• If the external scholarship is of equal or greater value but of shorter duration than the 
Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship, the latter is suspended for the 
duration of the external scholarship. Payments from the Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin 
Excellence Scholarship resume when those from the external scholarship end, for the number 
of semesters calculated according to the above diagram. 

Special conditions for regular scholarships from funding agencies (SSHRC, NSERC, CIHR, FRQ, 
etc.) 

• If the external scholarship is of lower value and equal or longer duration than the 
Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship, the external scholarship will be 
accepted. The Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship will be paid in partial 
payments for the number of semesters initially granted. The amount of partial payments will 
be calculated according to the rule of cumulation of scholarships or remuneration for 
research activities. 

• If the external scholarship is of lower value and shorter duration than the Laurent and 
Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship, the external scholarship will be accepted. For 
the duration of the latter, the Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship will be 
paid in partial payments. The amount of partial payments will be calculated according to the 
rule of cumulation of scholarships or remuneration for research activities. When the 
payments of the external scholarship end, the regular payments of the Laurent and Claire 
B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship will resume for the remaining number of semesters 
initially granted. 

Any situation not described above should be brought to the Graduate Scholarship Programs 
Coordinator, Student Services for evaluation. 

17. Research supervisors’ commitments 

The research supervisor commits to: 

• Provide the 25% counterpart of the value of the Université de Sherbrooke Research 
Excellence Scholarship, throughout the entire duration of the granted scholarship following 
the payment schedule set out as outlined in section 12. Duration and payment of master's 
scholarships and 13. Duration and payment of a doctoral scholarship. This counterpart can 
come from a grant they hold, or from a grant held in common or by a group of researchers. 

• Supervise the research work of the scholarship holder. 
• Provide the scholarship holder with the material and financial means required to successfully 

carry out their research project. 

Special conditions for Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarships  

If the student is offered a Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship, the research 
supervisor commits to provide the 25% counterpart of the value of the Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin 
Excellence Scholarship, throughout the entire duration of the granted scholarship following the 
payments schedule set out in sections 12. Duration and payment of master's scholarships and 
13. Duration and payment of a doctoral scholarship unless the student obtains a regular scholarship 

mailto:bourses.cycles.sup@usherbrooke.ca
mailto:bourses.cycles.sup@usherbrooke.ca
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from a funding agency of lower value than the Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence 
Scholarship. In this case, no counterpart to the value of the Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin 
Excellence Scholarship should be provided during the duration of the regular scholarship from the 
funding agency. Detailed rules regarding other sources of funding can be found in section 16. 
Complementary funding from the institution, research supervisor, external scholarship, or 
additional remuneration.  

Like the Université de Sherbrooke's Research Excellence Scholarship, this counterpart can come 
from a grant held by the research supervisor, or from a grant held in common or by a group of 
researchers. 

18. Scholarship holders’ commitments 

By submitting their application to the Université de Sherbrooke Graduate Research Excellence 
Scholarship Program, the applicant to whom a scholarship is offered commits to: 

• Comply with the general graduate studies rules and regulations at the Université de 
Sherbrooke, their affiliated faculty, their study program and all the conditions and 
requirements described in the Université de Sherbrooke Graduate Research Excellence 
Scholarship Program. Failure to do so will lead to the scholarship being revoked; 

• Apply to at least one scholarship administrated by external funding agencies in the first year 
of the funding provided by the institutional scholarship (unless no appropriate program is 
available); 

• If a Laurent and Claire B. Beaudoin Excellence Scholarship for doctoral studies is awarded, 
in addition to applying to at least one scholarship administrated by external funding agencies, 
also apply to the Vanier Canada Graduate Scholarships (Vanier CGS) program in the first of 
the funding provided by the institutional scholarship;  

• Immediately inform their study program’s secretariat and the Graduate Scholarship Programs 
Coordinator, Student Services if awarded with a scholarship from an external funding agency. 
Detailed rules regarding other sources of funding can be found in section 16. “Complementary 
funding from the institution, research supervisor, external scholarship or additional 
remuneration”; 

• Immediately inform their study program’s secretariat and the Graduate Scholarship Programs 
Coordinator, Student Services in case of withdrawing from studies or interrupting studies due 
to maternity or parental leave or major health reasons; 

• Present their research work at least once during the period of validity of the scholarship at a 
scientific event of the most appropriate Université de Sherbrooke Unifying Theme; 

• Acknowledge their scholarship in their publications and during oral or poster presentations; 
• Submit an Annual progress report to donors describing the progress of their work and training; 
• Immediately inform their study program’s secretariat and the Graduate Scholarship Programs 

Coordinator, Student Services of the completion of their studies and the final submission of 
their thesis. 

Any questions regarding commitments should be sent by e-mail to concours-vrres@usherbrooke.ca. 

19. Frequently asked questions and answers 

What is the eligibility period for the March 1, 2024, competition if I am already enrolled in a 
master's or doctoral program at the Université de Sherbrooke? Your first semester of registration 
(S1) in this program is Summer 2023, Fall 2023 or Winter 2024 session. As of March 1, 2024, you 
will be registered in your S3, S2 or S1 session, respectively. If your registration date is prior to 
May 1, 2023, you are no longer eligible to apply for the March 2024 competition. 

https://vanier.gc.ca/en/home-accueil.html
mailto:bourses.cycles.sup@usherbrooke.ca
mailto:bourses.cycles.sup@usherbrooke.ca
mailto:bourses.cycles.sup@usherbrooke.ca
mailto:bourses.cycles.sup@usherbrooke.ca
https://www.usherbrooke.ca/recherche/en/udes/unifying-themes
https://www.usherbrooke.ca/recherche/fileadmin/sites/recherche/documents/bourses/excellence/bourses_excel_rapp_avanc.docx
mailto:bourses.cycles.sup@usherbrooke.ca
mailto:bourses.cycles.sup@usherbrooke.ca
mailto:concours-vrres@usherbrooke.ca
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When will I hear whether my application has been selected, put on the waiting list or not 
selected? Letters are usually sent by e-mail a few weeks after the competition deadline. 

My letter states that my application is on a waiting list. What does this mean? This means that 
if a student who was granted with an institutional excellence scholarship obtains an external 
scholarship of equal or greater value and duration than the institutional excellence scholarship, the 
latter will be cancelled and may be offered to the next person on the waiting list. 

Will I be able to find out the ranking of my application and get feedback from the Evaluation 
Committee? No, rankings are not disclosed, nor are the committee's comments on applications. 

Why do the scholarships have different names? The scholarships are named after the donors. 

How many scholarships have been offered in one competition? Once all students who have 
been offered an institutional excellence scholarship have accepted their award, the complete list of 
the scholarships awarded will be posted on the Program web page. 

Can I apply to the program more than once? Only if it's not for the same degree. A student may 
apply only once for a master's program and only once for a doctoral program. 

An excellence scholarship was offered to me by the Université de Sherbrooke as part of this 
Program. I was also awarded with an external scholarship of equal or greater value than the 
institutional excellence scholarship, but for a shorter duration. How does it work? You must 
accept the offer of an external scholarship. The institutional excellence scholarship is then suspended 
for the duration of the external scholarship. Payments from the institutional excellence scholarship 
resume when those from the external scholarship end, for the number of semesters remaining in your 
eligibility period. 

Can I delay the start of an external scholarship to extend the duration of my institutional 
excellence scholarship for longer? No, and you must immediately notify your study program 
secretariat and the Graduate Scholarship Programs Coordinator, Student Services of obtaining an 
external scholarship. Depending on the value and duration of the external scholarship and the type 
of institutional excellence scholarship obtained, the latter will be canceled, or its payments modified 
for the duration of the external scholarship. 

Any questions should be sent by e-mail to concours-vrres@usherbrooke.ca.  

  

mailto:bourses.cycles.sup@usherbrooke.ca
mailto:concours-vrres@usherbrooke.ca
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Appendix 1 – Evaluation of Applications – Scoring Grid (in French) 

Dossier scolaire3 – Moyenne académique GPA - Moyenne académique convertie à 4,3 
Maîtrise Moyenne académique divisée par 2 
Doctorat Moyenne académique divisée par 4 

 

Bourses4,5 (Preuve obligatoire : lettre ou certificat qui atteste de l’obtention de la bourse) 
Interne non élective (octroi, bourse de voyage, bourse d’admission, bourse d’exemption 
de frais majorés, etc.) 

0 

Interne élective  0,05 
Mitacs (incluant Globalink) 0,05 
Voyage externe 0,05 
Externe, au 1er cycle universitaire (BRPC, FRQSC, etc.) 0,1 
Externe, au 2e ou 3e cycle universitaire (autre que bourse d’un organisme subventionnaire 
provincial ou fédéral) 

0,1 

Externe, au 2e ou 3e cycle universitaire (bourse d’un organisme subventionnaire provincial 
ou fédéral) 

0,15 

 

Prix et distinctions2 (Preuve obligatoire : lettre ou certificat qui atteste de l’obtention du prix) 
Collégial (mention d’excellence, prix) – points non cumulables, maximum possible 0,01 0-0,01 
Interne (mention du doyen ou mention facultaire6, prix facultaire, concours de 
vulgarisation de l’UdeS – finaliste à l’étape 2 seulement, etc.) 

0,05 

Universitaire (prix de meilleure affiche à une journée scientifique ou de recherche, etc.) 0,05 
Provincial 0,075 
National ou international 0,1 

 

Publications (révision, acceptées, sous presse ou publiées seulement, la notification de l’éditeur doit 
être fournie) – Points cumulables par publication 

Soumis 0 
Article en révision ou révisé et resoumis 0,025 
Article de recherche, 5e auteur ou plus 0,05 
Article de recherche, 4e auteur 0,1 
Article de recherche, 3e auteur 0,2 
Article de recherche, 2e auteur 0,3 
Article de recherche, co-premier 1er auteur 0,4 
Article de recherche, 1er auteur 0,6 
Transfert de connaissances7 ou article de revue sans comité de lecture, lettre à l’éditeur 0,05 
Transfert de connaissances ou article de revue avec comité de lecture, co-auteur 0,1 
Transfert de connaissances ou article de revue avec comité de lecture, 1er auteur 0,2 

 

 
3 Cette note est validée par les Services à la vie étudiante. 
4 À partir du niveau collégial. 
5 Dans le cas du secteur des sciences naturelles et du génie, comme le supplément de bourse du FRQNT est octroyé 
automatiquement lors de l’obtention d’une bourse du CRSNG, ces deux éléments doivent être comptabilisés comme une 
seule bourse. 
6 Cette distinction ne doit être comptabilisée qu’une seule fois par année académique. 
7 La publication de transfert de connaissances peut inclure des baladodiffusions, des articles de vulgarisation scientifique, 
etc. 
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Chapitres de livres (révision, acceptés, sous presse ou publiés seulement, la notification de l’éditeur 
doit être fournie) – Points cumulables par chapitre 

2e auteur ou plus 0,05 
1er auteur 0,15 

 

Présentations2 (Présentation à venir : une preuve d’acceptation du résumé doit être fournie. 
Présentation passée : l’extrait du cahier de résumés ou toute autre preuve de participation à 
l’événement doivent être fournis) 

• Présentations totales : MAXIMUM de 0,3 à la maîtrise et de 0,4 au doctorat (avec bonification 
possible maximale pour l’international de 0,15 à la maîtrise et de 0,20 au doctorat).  

• Points attribuables pour un 1er auteur ou un 2e-3e auteur qui a été présentateur. Dans le cas 
d’une présentation comme 2e ou 3e auteur sans avoir été présentateur, les points doivent être 
attribués à 50 % de leur valeur. 

Orale ou par affiche, niveau local (université, collège, centre) 0 
Par affiche, niveau provincial 0,05 
Par affiche, niveau national ou international 0,08 
Orale, niveau provincial 0,1 
Orale, niveau national ou international 0,15 

 

Expérience pertinente en recherche2 (Points non cumulables, maximum possible 0,05) 
Emploi, stage, crédits de recherche, etc. 0-0,05 

 

Implications non-rémunérées et réalisations2 (Points non cumulables, maximum possible 0,05) 
Implication non rémunérée, réalisations, bénévolat, mentorat, affiliation, etc. 0-0,05 

 


